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Dear Peter,

The outsider trying to asses the AtatOrk Revolution and its long-term
effects would do well to keep in mind one rather peculiar aspect of recent
Turkish historv. Back in the summer of 1923 when Greece and Turkey

negotiated an exchange of populations, Turkish-speaking Christians were
classified as Greeks and expelled from Anatolia while 8reek-speaking Muslims
were driven from Hellas. This dimension of the 8reco-Turkish agreement may

seem a bit o.dd to those accustomed to contemplating a woId divided into
nation-states on the basis of language and culture: and it will certainly seem
out of keeping with Atatrk’s subsequent establishment of a secular republic.

But: from the perspective of the ordinary Turk the arrangement agreed on by
Athens and Ankara was peciselv as it should be: whatever men in the future
might make of the event, the epic conflict terminated just a few months before
had been less a struggle for’ national liberation than a righteous war (Oihad)

against barbarous infidels intent on appropriating for their own use one of

the chief regions constituent of the House of Islam Oar al-lmlam). iithin
the Ottoman dispensation, religion, rather than language, had always been the
standard by which one nation Imillet) was distinguished from another! and, in

I723; there was no reason why anyone (other than perhaps AtatOrk himself)

would have epected that fact to change.

In keeping with the religious character of Turkey’s war for independence
against the 8eeks the Armenians, the Bitih, the French and the Italians,

Paul A. Rahm im a fellow of the Institute of Current World Affairs,
studying the contemporary culture social development, and politics of the
Eastern Mediterranean with an eye to the earlier history of the region.
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a si.eable proportion of the deputies sitting at Ankara in the 8rand National

Assembly were religious teachers (.o_cas) and dervish leaders (y_.s) o/ the

old school. .n September, 1921, attar the 8rek oensive had ben stopped
and turned back at Sakarya, just shot o Ankara itself, that assembly

conferred on Musl.aa Kemal, as AtatOk was then called, the title 8azi
likening thei leader to the conquering warriors who had seized.Anatolia and

the Balkans or Islam centuries before. AtatQrk’s decision to accept this

title was not a whimsical gesture. As the great man recognized at the time,
religion was the one orce strong enough to enable him to rally the peasants
o Anatolia against the Christian invaders. Had he not had he cooperation o
the urists (.(.f_s) in the towns and the prayer leaders (.p.F.) in the
villages o Anatolia, the eazi would never have been able to gather the men
and-materiel essential or victoryl had he not had irm clerical support the

morale o his army would almost certainly have collapsed.

If Atat)rk was soon able to reverse course, drop his Islamic disguise,

and discard the old Ottoman theocracy, it was because circumstances were
otherwise propitious. A string o dramatic de,eats, culminating in the loss
ot the Balkans and the near loss of the Anatolian heartland, had gradually
undermined respect for the inherited institutions.# there was somethin to be
learned from the sad act that the Turks had, in recent times so o/ten been

deeated by the Christian peoples whom they had or centuries ruled. Attempts
at reform /tom above had been made before by the Young Turks and by. their

predecessors but these attempts had been hal.-hearted, they had lacked

popular support and they had tailed to take hold. 2 By the early 1920s, no

one can have tailed to notice that something was pro/oundIy amiss. Even for

the simplest o/ the peasants ot Anatolia (and perhaps /or them above all

others) the decade tretching rm 1914 to 1924 had been a wrenching

experience. To be sure, the disaster was incomplete. Anatolia had in the end

been recaptured: most o the Armenians had been deported (many o them

massacred or left to die of starvation and disease), and the Creeks living

outside Istanbul had eventually been orced to leave. But the cost had been

tremendous: in the course of that decade, one Anatolian Muslim in five had

. ee Paul Dumont "Hojas or the Revolution: The Religious Strategy o
aournal o the American Institution or the Stud...o/ MiddleMustaa Kemal,

Eastern Civilization I3-4 (1980-1981) 17-32.

2. See Bernard Lewis, The Emergence o Modern Turke (Oxford 1979) passim
(asp., 21-238.;)
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suered a loss o li/e.

The world of the Turks had been turned upside down, and the suffering had
been unprecedented. One Sultan had lead the empire down to deeat in the wa!
and,-in the atermath, when Anatolia itsel was at stake, his successor had
done nothing to support the cause o national resistance; the man had, in

act, thrown the weight o his oice as Caliph and that o his deputy the
0 X am d the y cause .,.._._Z_. b hin enem -By 1922 the House o Osman was a spent

orce. In Turkey’s time o troubles, the commander who had de.eated the
British and their allies at 8allipoli had emerged as-the one man possibly
capable of-. saving the situation; and, ater a savage conlict he had achieved

just that. 4 It should be no surprise that, thereafter, nearly everyone in

what must have seemed a rudderless world looked to the 8azi or direction.

Direction was one thing that Atatrk did not hesitate to give. While

others hesitated, he cut-the 8ordion knot. The majority o the deputies in
the Grand National Assembly wanted simply to replace the Sultan. The more
imaginative among them apparently pondered the possibility o pushing aside

the House o Osman and installing as Sultan pone othe than the 8azi Mustaa
Kemal. Atatrk was himsel responsible or the adical break with the past.
At his instigation, the Sultanate was abolished on the Ist o November, 1922,
and Turkey ormally poclaimed itsel a epublic on the 29th o October, 1923.
Four months ater the latte, event, he persuaded the assembly to abolish the

Caliphate and the oice o the _h’l-lslam, to close the religious schools

(medeses), to establish a national system o secular education, and to hand

ove all responsibility or religious aairs to an oicial responsible to
the Prime Minister. AtatDrk moved soon thereafter to abolish the couts set
up to enforce the holy law (Shari’ah); and, when his program o reorm
provoked a rebellion in Kurdistan, he acted quickly to crush the evolt,
execute its leaders, and suppress the dervish o,ders (tarikats) that had given

"Foundations o the Turkish Republic Social and3 See ustin McCarthy
Middle Eastern Studies 19 (1783) 137-151.Economic Chanc.le

4, For the hi=tory o this period, see Lord Kinro==, AtatOrkl Th Rebirth
Nation. (London 1964) 27-374 and Hi.chael LleWellyn mith Ionian Vtiion:
8reece in Aia Hinor 1919-1922 (New York 1973).
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1925, the world o/ the Anatolian peasant had been turned
down once again. The dervish monasteries (tekkes) and the saints’
trbes) that had played so large a role in the history o/ Islam had all
osed. Turkey had adopted the eregorian calendar and the western system
ing time. Atat)rk had himsel/ been seen by many--and even
aphed--wearing the hat the hated sign o the inidel! and the 8rand

Assembly had made wearing the __e_z_ or decades the symbol o
ce to Islam, punishable by law. Considerable eort was already being
discourage women rom wearing the veil. It was even said that the

ank alcohol in prodigious quantities and relished pork. No one knew
epect net.

The reorms o 1925 w
revolution had been carrie

law code based on that o
Italy, and a commercial co
for a man to convert from
himself to arrest and exec
the same rights with regar
was no longer any prohibit

Imtanbul, the government h
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ere but the beginning. By the end o 1926, the
d /orward yet /urther. Turkey had adopted a civil

Switzerland, a criminal law code based on that o$

de based on that o/ 8ermany. It was now possible

Islam to audaism or Christianity without subjecting

ution! monogamy was the law o$ the land; women had
d to inheritance and divorce as did men; and there
ion against the paying o/ interest. Furthermore, in

ad broken the Islamic taboo again;st graven images by
tara Kemal looking out on the Bosphorus rom
the old palace built by Mehmet the Conqueror.

In April 1928, almost as an a/tmrthought (or so it now seems), the 8rand

National Assembly ormally completed the revolutionary proceim by deleting
rom the constitution the article proclaiming Islam the state religion and by
substituting Sot it m declaration that the Turkish state was hence$orth to be

5. One useful survey o$ developments in the period covered in this letter is
Islam and the"Politics and Islam in Turkey, 1920-1955,Dankwart A. Rustow,

Wes____t, ed. Richard Frye (The Hague 1957) 69-107. See also eri A. Mardin,
International aournal"Ideology and Religion in the Turkish Revolution,

Middle East Studies 2 (1971) 197-211.

6, There was m certain irony in this, The ez was itsel introduced by
reformers in the 191h century as a halfway house between the traditional
turban and the European hat. As an innovation, it provoked bitter opposition;
and, when that opposition Saded, the Sez came to be associated with islam.
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a strictly secular entity. A few years later, AtatQrk turned Istanbul’s Agya
So/ya Camii into a museum. What had been, for nearly a millenium, the mother

church of Eastern hristendom and what had subsequently been, for nearly half

a millenium, the glory of Islam was now a mere tourist attraction. It would

be hard to imagine a symbolic act more in keeping with the deeply anticlerical
character of the Kemalist regime.

II

It wa, of courm., one thing formally to disestablish Imlam; it wa
something entirely different to break what Thomas Jefferson had once called

"the chains under which monkish ignorance and superstition had persuaded" men

7. It may deserve mention that the Kemalist term for ’mcularim im
laklk--literally, "laicism." AtatOrk’s thinking was deeply anticlerical.

"The Origins of Kemalist Ideology," AtatOrk and theSee Paul Oumont,
Modernization of Turke ed. acob M. Landau (Boulder, olo. 1984) 25-44.
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"to bind themselveo 8 As tried to exolain in mv last letter,
9

the task
facing Atatirk was in this reard far more daunting than the one that had
aced his 18th century predecessors in the fledglin American republic. The
Gazi commanded the support o his compatriots--but he could not easil
persuade them that Islam was peripheral to the question o political Ioyalty
and he could not adopt the strategy employed by eerson and 3ames Madison

more than six score years before. In a country 97% Muslim, one could not
depend upon the rivalry and mutual ear o a multitude o religious sects to
serve as a prop or religious reedom and the secular state.

Had Turkey been a democracy in the early 1920s, AtatOrk would never have
been able to institute his great reform. The vast majority o the new
republic’s citizens were illiterate peasants educated in the traditions of
Sunni Islam to the extent that they were educated at a.ll. They revered the
man who had saved them from Christian rule.: but. it they had been given the

opporturit., they would certainly have chosen t.o overturn his reforms by

reinstatin some Corm of Islamic theocracv. A number of those who had been

prominent in launchin and .condUctin9 the struogle or independence resented
the authoritarian tenor_ of their former colleague’s rule. Late in 1924, they

resigned from Atat#rk’s People’s Party and founded the opposition Progressive
Republican Party. This venture was destined to be shortlived. Six months

later, the overnment outlawed the new party on the Oounds that, by including

a clause in it= program stressing respect for Turkey’s religious traditions,
the party’s leaders had encouraged the theocratically inspired Kurdish

revolt. The charge was unjust, but AtatOrk and his associates were

undoubtedly correct in their estimate o the consequences o allowing the
opposition’s continued existence.

In 1930, Atat#rk encouraged him friend and sometime Prime Minister Fethi

Okyar to found the opposition Free Republican Party. The enthusiastic, almost
hysterical popular reception given Okyar soon caused AtatOrk and his closest

associates to have second thoughts. Fearful that the new party would quickly
become the vehicle or an obscurantist reaction, they persuaded Okyar to
disband it a mere three months after it had first been established. However
much the advocates o Westernization may have wanted to institute ull-ledged

parliamentary democracy in Turkey, the time was not yet ripe for an end to the

dictatorship o/ what was now called the Republican People’s Paty (RPP). The

S. T__e. Writin.g_. o. Thomas le$erson, ed. Paul Leicester Ford (New York
1892-1899) X 390-392: Letter to Roger C. Weihtman on 24 Oune 1826.

9. See PAR-6: Republicanism and Religion-l.
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problem was particularly perplexing: liberal democracy introduced too soon
might prove permanently fatal to liberal democracy itself. How could one
persuade a people still bound in chains by "monkish ignorance and
superstition" to accept "the blessings and security of self-government?" How
could one prevent them from consciously and deliberately choosing the rule "of
a favored few booted and spurred, ready to ride them legitimately, by the

grace of God?"

For the solution of this problem, Thomas Jefferson looked Itimately "to
the general spread of the light of science. I0 So: in the long run, did

Atatirk as well.: that. is why he had committed the state to the founding of a

system of secular education’11 But he needed a strategy for the intervening
years. Force no doubt had to be used in cases like the Kurdish revolt, but

Turkey’s rulers could hadl.v continue to depend on force if they were eve to
allow their dictatorship to lapse. Something would have to be done to awaken

the townsmen and peasants of Anatolia fom thei dogmatic slumber. Turkey
required a cultural revolution.

To speed the event, Atatrk abandoned his uniform, put on the hat of the

infidel and became the schoolteacher o/ the nation. In this new role, he

made a pofound impression. An early biogaphe described him as "a man bon

out of due season, an anachronism, a throwback to the Tatas of. the Steppes,
a fierce elemental force of man." Then this writer added a second

"he lives in brutalhe noted,observation. "iith the mind of an Em.eo,
royalty a pimitive chieftain in a monincj-coat with a piece of chalk and
a blackboard for his weaoons. "12

AtatOrk first took up that piece of chalk and wrote letters On that
blackboard in 1928 just a few months afte the for.real disestablishment of
Islam. Up to that time, Turkish had always been witten in-Arabic

script--despite the fact that this script was extremely ill-suited to the

language. From the Ist of December 1928, it came. to be written exclusively

in a version of the Latin alphabet cafted by AtatOrk himself to meet the

peculiar needs of the language spoken by the or.dinary people, o.f Anatolia. By
wielding chalk, the new nation’s Pres-ident had eliminated the once remaining

I0. The ;ri_i.n_gs of Thomas Jefferson X 370-392: Letter to Roger . ;eightman
on 24 lune 1B26.

"The Modernization of Education in Kemalist Turkey11. See Michael Winter,
AtatOrk and the Modernization of Turkey_ 183-194

12. H. C. Armstrong, 8__r._@.y_ Wolf (London I732)
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tie bindino. Turkey to the heartland o/ Islam.: in the process he cut future
generations of Turks off from their Ottoman past. He was intent that his
people look forward rathe than back; and that the new republic become
culturally a part of Europe.

To this end: Atat)rks government acted in 1929 to eliminate Arabic and
Persian om the curricula o the schools. Three years late, he ounded the
Turkish Language Society to institute a linguistic em aimed at
substituting words of pure Turkish origin fo the Arabic and Persian terms and
phrases that had entered into the language ove the preceding centuies This
reform had the e/fect intended: by the 1950s, students would need

dictionaries i they were assigned to ead the Turkish Constitution o one o
the speeches o Atatrk himself. The doo was to be closed on Tukeys past.
It was to be et to the dead to buy the dead.

Atatrk recognized that something would be required to fill the void that
he had so deliberately ceated. In 1931 he ounded the Turkish Historical
Society. Up to this time., the residents of Anatolia and of European Turkey
had thouo.ht o themselves ist and oemost as members o the Muslim umma.
The new historical society was omed with the purpose o making the citizens
o the new state aware o/ their identity as Turks. They were not to see
themselves primari, ly as the heirs of the Prophet Muhammad. To understand the
roots o their own culture, they were to look to the Bumerians, the Amyrianm,
the Hittites, the Phrygians, the Lydians, the Lycians, the Oarians the
ancient 8reeks, the Romans and all o the peoples who had inhabited Asia
Minor or otherwise contributed to its culture since the beginning o time.
This was the doctrine that would be taught in Turkish schools. Nationalism
was to replace religion as the source o sel-understanding.

At the same time, Atatrk sought to transform Islam. Unable to pursue
the strategy suggested by Adam Smith and adopted by Thomas eerson and ames
Madison he turned to one akin in some respects to that endorsed by David
Hume. In his Histor.y o Enl_a_n_d_, the Scottish philosopher had contended that
"the interested diligence o the clergy" was a condition that "every wise
legislator will study to prevent. Where the civil magistrate was absolutely
neutral regarding religious questions, the ivalry o the preachers would
inevitably inuse into religion ’a strong mixture o superstition, olly and
del usi on.

Each ghostly practitioner, in order to render himmel more
precious and sacred in the eyes o his retainers, will inspire
them with the most violent abhorrence o all other sects, and
continually endeavor, by some novelty to ecite the languid
devotion o his audience. No regard will be paid to truth,



morals or decency, in the doctrines inculcated. Every tenet will
be adopted that best suits the disorderly affections of the human
fame.

Onl.v where thee was an official religious establishment would the fanaticism

"the most decent andof the clergy be greatly reduced. In Hume s opinion,

advantageous composition" that the authorities can make "with the spiritual

guides is to bribe their indolence, by assigning stated salaries to their
.13profession.

Atatirk was far less concerned with religious persecution than Hume had

been. His problem was far more severe. Islam was less a faith than a way of

life! political rule was a central tenet of the religion. If the government
of a secular republic failed to maintain firm control over the eligious

establishment, that establishment would inevitably oppose the regime itself.

In the long run, it would be essential either to beak the hold of Islam ove
the people or to transform what had always been a religion of law and public

action into a religion of private faith.

In the very year in which the new government shut down the old mosque

schools (m..?..F?..s), it established twenty-nine Praye Leader and Peache

Schools (mam-Hatip_ _e__k_t._.e_pleri) to provide officially sanctioned training for

religious personnel. At the same time the medrese of Istanbuls SOlemaniye

Mosque was reconstituted as the Faculty of Divinity Ilahi.._t_ Fakiltesi) at
what was then called the DaOIfOnun and is now known as Istanbul University.

This institution, the first modern institution of higher learning in the

Islamic world, had been established in 1900. By locating Turkey’s only Faculty

of Divinity on this campus, Atat#rk sought to link the study of Islam with the

study of philosophy and science.

In I?2B, the new faculty appointed a committee including professors of

logic and psychology as well as theology to propose a general reform of the

Islamic religion. That June, the committee issued it report. The

recommendations concerning the form of worship calld for the establishment

of pews and cloakrooms within the mosquesl those entering the building were to
be instructed to clean their hoes ather than emove them. In discussing the

language of worship the committee insisted that prayers be conducted and

sermons delivered only in Turkish. Regarding the character of worship, it

urged the introduction of musicians and musical instruments so that Islam

would be endowed with saced instrumental music. Finally, the committee

13. l)avid Hume, T_.e_ History_ of England New York IBTB) III l?m lhapter XXIX
(near the beginning).
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members urged that those giving the Friday sermons be trained in philosophy,
If the committee had had its way, the Turkish mosque would have become a
church--complete with pews, organ, and a preacher educated on lines familiar
in the West. Atatrk is reported once to have said that he would have made
the Turks Christians if he had been able to do so. The evidence suggests that

14he actually attempted something of the sort.

In this endeavOr the great man failed. None of the recommendation of
the committee were ever fully implemented. The only substantive change made
was due to the governments insistence that the call to prayer lezan) which
was chanted by the mezzin outside the mosque in public from the minaret, be

sunc] in’Turkish rather than in the traditional Arabic. By the mid-l?3Os the
Faculty of Divinity had itself been shut down, and the Imam-HailE M_ekt..l_e.i
were closed as well. Except in private religiou education ceased
altogether. Having attempted and failed to initiate a thoroughgoing reform of

Islam, AtatOrk apparently decided to encourage its g.,adual ,demise. In time,
"the general spread of the light of science" would do the necessary work. In
this endeavor, Turkey’s Founding Father was successful only in part. The
establishment of democracy would be the test.

III

Real democracy finally came to Turkey in the wake of the Second Horld

;ar--largely because the Turkish leaders were eager for support from t.he
United States and the various countries of lestern Europe a.qainst the pressure
being exerted upon them b the Soviet Union. Afte consideable internal

debate, Ismet Inni Atatick’s closest supporter and his successor as
President of the Republic, succeeded in persuading the Republican People’s
Party that the time had come not only to legalize the establishment of a
fomed opposition but to give that opposition a fai chance in the electoral
contests to come.

The first and most important of the opposition parties to emerge was the
Democrat Party (DP), which was founded by a number of dissident RPP deputies.
Of these, the two most important figures were Adnan Menderes and Cell Bayac,
who had been prime ministe at the time of AtatOk’ death. Other

parties--the National Resurgence Party! the Social ustice Party! the Farmer’s

14. See Lewis The Emergence of Modern Turke_. 401-442.
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and Villaqer Party! the Turkish Conservative Party! the Land, Real Etate,
and Free Enterprise Party! and the Nation Party--openly espoused the need to
rea/irm Islamic mores and to reverse at least in some measure the secularist
trend. Menderes Bayar and the other principal leaders o the DP took care
to distance themselves rom this tendency. Mindful o the ate suered by
their predecessors in the Progressive Republican Party and the Free Republican

Party, they vigorously reaffirmed the secularist principles o Atat6)rk.

The /irst breach o/ those principles came not /roe the opposition, but
rom the Republican People’s Party itself. The RPP had deeated the DP in

the I74a elections--but., to achieve this party unctionaries had apparently
had to i the vote. Rightly earul that the RPP’s position on the religious
question was contributing to the resentment that imperiled its rule, the

delegates to the 7th 8eneral ongress in 1947 voted to reverse course. In
short order the t#rbes o the religious saints were reopened. The parents o
students in the primary schools were soon given the optio9 o enrolling their

children in non-credit courses in religion taught by teachers certi/ied by the
Ministr-y o Education rom tets prepared ointly by that Ministry and by the

Presidency o Religious Aairs. The government announced a plan to establish

private religious seminaries providing a ive-year program or middle-school
graduates and a two-year curriculum or those who had graduated rom high

school. Prayer Lea:der and Preacher Courses (Imam-Hatip Kurslar) were to be
set up in ten cities, and the University o Ankara decided to establish a

Faculty o Theology (lahi y_@_FkOltesi). For the irst time, oreign
exchange was made available to those intent on making the pilgrimage to
Mecca. The period o repression was at an end.

These changes were welcome, but they were-not sufficient to save what
many considered "the godless Republican People’s Party" (ram popular ire.

Religion as but one source o( trouble (or the RPP. In6n and his associtmm

had madm many mnemims ovmr thm coursm o( thm prmcmding quarter-century. Thu,
.hen the irst, (ully ree and (air mlections ere held in I?)0, th. Democrat
Party .on a ImndmIidm.

Once in_o((ice, Mndsres and Bayar abandoned their arlimr inmitnee on
a rigid adherence to AtatOrk’s strategy o secularism. hile presenting the
new government’s program, Menderes emphasized that his administration would

15. Ply dimcummion o the period o( the late 1940m and the 1950B owes much to
Binnaz Toprak, Islam an___.d Political DevmlopmeO_t_ (Leiden 1981) 70-?0. Bee also
Richard D. Robinson, The Turkish Republics A Case i)tudy in National
Development (Cambridge, Mass. I?a5)201-20b.
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oppose obscurantism while respecting freedom of conscience. He pointedly
distinguished between the principles of Kemalism that had taken root and those
that had not; the Democrat Paty would preserve the omer and abandon the
latter. In practice, that meant that the Democrat Party would tolerate i
not lend its support to an Islamic revival.

The very irst act o the new government--an act evidently designed to
set the tone o the Mendees administration--was to lit the ban on eciting
the ezan in Arabic. Some RPP deputies argued that this was a betrayal o the
Kemalist eoms but in the end the vote in avo o the bill was unanimous.

When a ournalist asked one RPP deputy whether his party would initiate a
nation-wide campaign against the government bill the latte eplied "We
should do that and lose the 1954 election as well. Is that what you want?"
As the RPP leaders had ecognized even beoe thei de,eat, in a democacy no
one can aod to ignore the powe o popular eligious sentiment.

During the campaign the religious press had attacked the leaders o the
Democrat Party. But, once it became clear that Menderes was prepared to
eploit the religious issue, the riends o Islam rallied to his side.
Earlier, in the religious ournal SebilOrre__, Ere Edib had denounced the
DP deputies o supporting an amendment to the Turkish Ciminal Code that
outlawed organizations intent on changing the government in line with

religious principles. No, he argued that the Democrats were the "real
representatives o the people." The "real Republic," he contended, had been
established on the 14th o May I750, when the Democrats won their landslide.
The irst President o the Republic was the one chosen on that date, and the
only legitimate laws were those that would be passed by the assembly elected
on that date. To many, it appeared that the counterrevolution had begun.

In some ways, they were right. A month ater it lited the ban on
reciting the ezan in Arabic, the Mendees government decided to permit the

boadcasting o eadings om the Koran over,the adio. For the optional,
non-cedit courses in eligion, which the RPP had instituted in the primay

schools, the DP substituted courses or cedit and made them mandatory o all
students but those whose paents had submitted awitten equest that thei

children be exempted. No one who ailed the course could advance to the net
grade. By 1955, the government had established Prayer Leade and Peache
Schools in sixteen cities and towns by 19&0 it had built moe than iteen
thousand new mosques. Ove the decade o DP ule, the budget o the

Presidenc o Religious Aairs increased ourteen-old. There was even an
occasion in 1951, when a delegate to the DP Congress in Konya publicly
advocated the etun o the veil, the ez, and the Aabic script.



During the l?50s, there was a massive religious revival. There was an
extraordinary increase in the number of religious books and pamphlets
published, The number o/ pilgrims going to Mecca jumped. Local shrines were
thronged, and mosque attendance increased. Unfortunately, there is no easy

wa. to measure this development but it may be indicative that the number of
private religious organizations leaped from 154 to 5104, from 7 I% of the

total number of private organizations to 29.7%. No one really knew Just how
far the revival would go.

In the same period the tarikats, though illegal and forced to remain

underground, became increasingl influential. In 1949,, the Ticani order

caused a disturbance by reciting the e.z_n in Arabic from the visitor’s gallery
o/ the Grand National Assembly. After the 1950 elections, they began
systematically doing damage to the statues of Ataterk that had been set up in

virtually every town and village of. the land. This outrage was too much for
even the DR to tolerate, and it prompted the government to sponsor a law
designed to protect the great man’s memory. As a consequence, the TitanS

v
leader Kemal Pilavoglu was sentenced to fifteen years in ail and restricted

to the island of Bozcaada for the rest of his life. Soon after Pilavolu’s
trial, the government initiated similar proceedings against the Naksibendi
Mevlevi, and Kadiri orders.

Though unwilling to turn the clock back to 1922, Mendere and hi

asociates were generally prepared to look the other way--particularly when
the tarikats and local clerics supported DP rule. In I754, when Saidi Nursi,
the founder and leader o/ the influential, theocratically oriented N__u_r.CU sect,
urged his followers to work for a DP victory "in the interests of the
Menderes and his supporters made no objection. In 1957, they were deterred

only by vehement RPP opposition from conferring amnesty on a Kirrehir imam who
had been convicted of using his sermons to spread political propaganda
favorable to the Menderes government. During the election campaign later that
year, Menderes gave speeches in which he read from the Koran and promised that

Istanbul would become a second Kaaba--an object o/ pilgrimage equal to the
sacred enclosure at Mecca itself. Many of his supporters followed his

eample. Inni staunchly objected to the olitical use of religion in the
campaign, but his colleagues quite often imitated the opposition. In a speech
given in Adana, the party’s secretary-general claimed that it was the RPP that
had "transformed the country into a second Kaaba" through its support of
Islam. One former prime minister emphasized that it was the RPP that had

"IslamicIb For an early discussion of this phenomenon, see Bernard Lewis,
Revival in Turkey," International Affairs 28:1 (aanuar 1952) 38-48.
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initiated the abandonment of radically secularist policies in the late
171940So

The dispute concerning religion did not cease when the DP won the 1957
election. In February 1959.. Menderes escaped without serious injury from an
airplane accident in London that killed a number o/ others. At a DP
conference held in Adana shortly thereafter: one delegate suggested that
while Mandates had been appointed Prime Minister in 1950 by the Turkish people

and by President Cell Bayar, he had now been elected by 8od another

emphasized that Menderes had been sent to Turkey by Allah and by the Prophet
Muhammad. Local cells of the party celebrated their leader’s good fortune by

acts of religious significance, sacrificing lambs and organizing readings from

the Koran. Local DP leaders attacked the RPP again and again as a party of

unbelievers. In the months preceding the 27th of May, 19a0 the debate

concerning the alleged atheism of the RPP leaders and the purported support
given by the government to Saidi Nursi and the Nur_cu_ sect became increasingly

bitter. It took a coup d’etat to quell the uproar.

The new Turkish Constitution formulated in the wake of that coup,
included a provision that read, ".No individual can exploit religion in order

to change the social, economic political or legal structure of the state
according to religious principles! neither can he use religion to further his

personal or political interests." As future events were to demonstrate it

was easier to formulate such a law than to enforce it.

IV

The period of military rule marked a hiatus in, not an end to the

conflict regarding the proper role for religion in public life. The
government continued to construct mosques at the rate of 1500 a year, and no

one objected. The trouble began not long after SOleyman Demirel became the
18

leader of the Justice Party (JP), the clear successor to Mandates’ DP. His

!7 In general, see Kemal H. Karpat, "The Turkish Elections of 1957,
Political Quaterly 14 (1961} 436-459.

18 After the I?0 coup, Mandates and Bayar were tried and condemned to
death. Mandates was eecuted; Bayar, ostensibly because of his advanced age,
wa6 6pared, The latter is still alive and to this day conservative
politicians pay him cout.
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supporters made much o/ the fact that he came from a village called Islamky
(Village of Islam). They noted that his father had made the Ha]] to Mecca and
that the Koran was read each day in the Demirel household. By now, the RPP
had identified itself as a party left of center. At-the time of the 1965

elections, Demiel supporters sometimes suggested that the RPP was
pro-communist and therefore anti-religious. The bitterness of public

discourse did not abate.

During the Senate by-election campaign the next year, Oemiei hammered
away at the theme that the secularism of the old Kemalist elite was in fact a
cloak for hostility to Islam. Inin replied by pointing to the support given
the ustice Paty by Saidi Nusi’s Wurcu sect and demanded that Demiel
repudiate the support of such obscurantists. The religious press charged that
these attacks meely evealed the anti-religious bigotry of the RPP.

During _the period, stretching from 1950 to i766, the Republican People’s
Paty did not do particularly well at the polls. Not supisingly then,.when
Inni was replaced as the party leader by the social democrat Bilent Ecevit in

1972, the RPP abandoned the secularist theme. By the following yea, in fact,
the RPP was pat of a coalition government with the National Salvation Paty
(NSP) of Necmettin Ebakan, the first Islamic fundamentalist paty to play an
important ole in Turkish politics.

The NSP was the heir to the National Order Party (NOP), which Erbakan had
founded early in 1970 at about the time that a claque of Islamic

fundamentalists had been expelled fom the ustice Paty. The MOP had made a
name for itself by attacking both left and ight, socialist and capitalist,
and by aguing that Turkey, if true to its taditions, could blaze an entirely
different tail. Erbakans part-y contended that modern technology was not
specifically Western in character; that much of that technology had, in fact,
been stolen fom the Muslim countries; and that. the Ottoman Empire had
collapsed because the efomers of the time had adopted the corrupt
cosmopolitan culture of the West. It called at the same time fo the
epansion of industry and fo a return to traditional (i.e., Islamic) no,ms,
and it sought supporters by disceetly enlisting the aid of eligious
functionaries and members of the outlawed sects, particularly those esident
in eastern Turkey. Though generally careful to use code words and to avoid

explicitly sounding the Islamic theme, the NOP ran afoul of the law when its
youth wing published some material that cut too close to the bone. In 1972,
the Oonmtitutional Oout closed the paty down, uling that it was in breach
of the constitutional ban on the exploitation of eligion for the purpose of

changing "the social, economic, political, o legal structure of the state
according to eligious principles."
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After this setback, the NSP was quickly cobbled together. It monitored

its publications with greater care than had been exercised by the NOR, and in

the elections held in 1973 the new party managed to secure 11.8% of the votes
and a comparable proportion of the deputies elected to the Grand National

Assembly. As a consequence, it ranked as the third largest party, it held the
balance between the Justice Party and the Republican People’s Party, and it

was able to exercise considerable influence through its participation in
coalition governments. The NSP’s proportion of the national vote dropped to
8.a% in 1977, and it lost one-half of its assembly seat--but it was still the
case that neither the JR nor the RPP was able to form a government without its

support. Like the religious parties in Israel, the National Salvation Paty
was in a position to dictate terms as long as the two major parties found it

impossible or undesirable to /om a grand coalition.

It would be a mista.ke to suppose that Turkey is in great, immediate

danger o undergoing an Islamic Revolution, but it would be an error as well
to neglect the importance o the religious question as a cause o the

political instability that continues to plague the country. The military coup
that took place on the 12th o September 1980 was occasioned by a general
breakdown in law and order throughout the country; its timing seems to have
been determined by the act that National Salvation Party leaders issued a
public call or the establishment o$ an Islamic state at a ally held in Konya
just six days before the army intervened. In my next letter, will look at
the developments that have taken place since September, 1980, and will
attempt an assessment o$ the larger question. The partial ailure o$ the
Kemalist strategy /or eliminating Islam /Yore the public arena should give one
pause. Piety o a sort may be necessary to the health o republican regimes.

Sincerely,

Paul A. Rahe

Received in Hanover 6/25/85


